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"I Dream of Dust":
Demand for dust

BOOK • 3 DAYS AGO • JULIEN HORY

In his book I Dream of Dust, published by Temper, Ben P. Ward pays tribute to his native

Colorado. He turns his goal to the great plains of the state and to those who live this

territory on a daily basis, for a lifetime.

This is obvious. Around the world, returning to the territory is more than a trend. To hear the various speeches

that announce the next French presidential campaign, this revival of the local is even one of the challenges of

the race. This is true in France as in the United States. Photographic projects within circumscribed perimeters,

often forgotten, are multiplying. Although aware of the familiar inclination to document America "left behind",

Ben P. Ward hopes to reverse our tendencies to romance, nostalgia. With his latest book, I Dream of Dust, he

tries to examine the influence of geography on identity. He is interested in the interactions between an

environment and its inhabitants. How does one act on the others and vice versa? How reflected are they?

For Ben P. Ward, this land - the eastern plains of Colorado, in the western United States - is that of his youth. "I

spent a large part of my childhood outdoors, on campsites with my family or roaming with my brother," he

recalls. I always had a box to capture our travels. I worked on international documentaries, but I quickly realized

that I preferred to focus on places closer to home. ". For more than two years, this young American from

journalism surveyed these immense expanses every weekend that may seem hostile to lay people. However,

they are home to a population that has tamed this wild setting... Unless it is the other way around.

A photographic exploration

Fascinated by Joël Sternfeld or Robert Frank, these road trip photographers who revealed the multiple faces of

America, Ben P. Ward also intends to reveal one of the little-known facets of his country. "I wanted to produce

something distinctly American," he says, "especially since we were in an interesting period. So I surveyed new

territories and learned to familiarize myself with the people who live there. Focusing on a specific location

helped me start the project. He thus offers us a real photographic exploration. A stay where isolation, tension

and masculinity shine through a timeless region.

Thanks to his technique and the 4×5 format, Ben P. Ward supports this feeling of evanescence. Disruptive, I

Dream of Dust removes familiar context, color and visual cues. These images ask the spectator to forget any

interpretation, not to idealize or criticize. We can then let ourselves be penetrated by these calm spaces that

push for outright meditation. What is true for landscapes is also true for portraits. Through them and although

they are often tight, a whole panorama is reflected. It is all the coherence of the author's project to make a

successful parallel between men and the environment in which they live.

A sincere tribute

I Dream of Dust also has an invisible tablecloth, that of a divided state. The highway that cuts Colorado from

north to south and that Ben P. Ward will cross to realize his series is a border between two very different

universes. On the one hand, the mountains of the east, heavily populated and politically progressive; on the

other, flat landscapes with a rural and more conservative population. "Colorado has literally erupted over the

past decade," analyzes the photographer. Denver (editor's note: state capital) is ranked among the largest cities

with the most significant growth in the United States. This has made things difficult for the people who have

lived there all their lives. »

The divide between the country's metropolises and rural areas has widened over time and governments. If he is

well aware of it, Ben P. Ward defends himself from taking a stand or stigmatizing this or that population. "There

have always been significant statistical differences - in terms of politics, religion, age, income... This gap has

widened. I think that the policy of the last four years has certainly been one of the factors that has generated

interest in the region. That being said, I made it my point not to create works that are too committed. We must

therefore consider I Dream of Dust as a sensitive, contemplative work, but also a sincere tribute to a local child.

I Dream of Dust, Temper editions, $45, 104 P.

© Ben P. Ward
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